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Never lose your place. This journal comes with a 
built in bookmark which can be 
printed to reinforce your brand.

INDIE JOURNAL



The black vinyl cover is highlighted by a glossy 
flat pen inserted into the cover. The pen 
slides into its own grooves. Matching ribbon 
bookmark and elastic closure. 80 pages.

PARALLEL 



When is a journal not a journal? When it’s a 
business card case. Designed to look just 
like a journal but without actual pages. A great 
conversation starter.

BUSINESS CARD CASE



Like any city this journal is more than it seems. 
The foundation is a 75 page coil bound journal. 
Coil binding available in 6 colors. Choose from 
lined, standard graph, blank or euro-dot white 
sheets. The unique feature is the flexible clear 
vinyl cover. It has business card pockets, 
document pockets, zip lock pocket, and a cell 
phone slot. Full color printed card-stock slots 
into the vinyl cover for a big impact.

CITY JOURNAL



Keep it all together with just one tool. Augment 
and adorn your notebook by attaching your 
essential devices to its front cover with this handy 
add-on.

MOLESKIN TOOL BELT



Hold the phone. This journal with a textured 
Thermo PU cover has a cool, elastic smartphone 
pocket on the front cover. Includes 80 ruled 
sheets. Elastic pen holder (pen sold separately) 
and ribbon bookmark. Document pocket on inside 
back cover

ROMA PHONE POCKET



This is the one for the road. The heavy duty 
flexible cover is water resistant. Contains 56 
pages. Features a stitched back pocket with 
business card slot.

TRAVELLITE COMMUTER



Make a statement. Make waves. The subtle yet 
modern colored stitching in this bold 
new journal collection sets it apart. Black covers 
with wave stitching on spine (color 
matched). 192 white, college ruled pages. 
Monthly planner pages in back. Lay flat 
binding. Bookmark ribbon (black).

NEW WAVE



Classic and handy. The Pocket size (A6) will fit in 
any jacket pocket. An ideal companion 
for anyone who needs to take notes. 188 numbered 
pages. 8 perforated and detachable 
sheets. Gusseted pocket. Elastic enclosure band. 
Thread-bound book opens flat

REPORTER



This unique vintage look journal has a stitched 
canvas cover. The magnetic closure leather 
strap is top grain Crazy Horse brown leather.

TRISTEN SMALL JOURNAL



Ready to Connect?

Contact

showcase/#colophon

